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JUDGES RULES
1) WABBA INTERNATIONAL judges are selected by the President of the Judges and invited to 

attend the competitions. They will be chosen according to their performance at previous 
competitions and the President of Judges can send invitations to the best judges before the 
competitions.

2) Judges can also be presented the day before a competition by the WABBA International Nation 
President or Delegate.

3) The Organizer of the competition must pay for the judges hotel.

4) All judges must pay a 50 Euro annual membership fee to WABBA INTERNATIONAL. They will 
receive a badge, a diploma and the official WABBA INTERNATIONAL tie and polo shirt.

5) The number of judges during the competition must be a minimum of 7 and maximum 11.

6) The President of the judges and the number 1 judge select the top 10 athletes for each 
category in the starting phase of the posing.

7) The judges make the final classification.

8) There can be no more than one judge per nation. In the case where there are not enough 
judges, a maximum of two judges of the same nation can be present.

9) To make the final scores the computer eliminates as many higher and lower scores to have 5 
valid votes (example: with 7 judges we take away 1 high and 1 low, with 11 judges 3 high and 3 
low).

10) Judges performance is evaluated comparing their scores with the final official score of each 
category. Their performance will determine if they will be reconfirmed or not.

11) The judge must behave according to his status and must not leave his post. No drinking, eating,
taking photos or telephone calls during the competition. Speaking must be limited to the bare 
minimum and only about technical matters.

Official uniform (the selected juges must wear their uniform during the whole competition)

  
PREJUDGING
Official polo shirt;
Jeans.

FINAL
Blue jacket with wabba logo;
Grey trousers or skirt;
White shirt;
Official tie with wabba logo;
Black shoes;
Dark socks;
Black belt.
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